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Given the complexity of real-world, unstructured domains, it is often impossible or impractical to
design models that include every feature needed to handle all possible scenarios that an autonomous
system may encounter. For an autonomous system to be reliable in such domains, it should have
the ability to improve its competence online. In this paper, we propose a method for improving the
competence of a system over the course of its deployment. We specifically focus on a class of semi-
autonomous systems known as competence-aware systems that model their own competence—the
optimal extent of autonomy to use in any given situation—and learn this competence over time from
feedback received through interactions with a human authority. Our method exploits such feedback
to identify important state features missing from the system’s initial model, and incorporates them
into its state representation. The result is an agent that better predicts human involvement, leading to
improvements in its competence and reliability, and as a result, its overall performance.
1 Introduction
Recent advances in artificial intelligence and robotics have enabled the deployment of autonomous sys-
tems in domains of increasing complexity and over long durations. Examples include autonomous navi-
gation [8, 17, 9], extraterrestrial exploration [25, 20], and personal assistance [24, 21]. However, despite
substantial progress in these areas, it is still often either impossible or impractical to design models
with every feature needed to handle all possible scenarios that may be encountered by an autonomous
system [37]. This can be due to the complexity of the state space, a lack of information, or unknown
personal needs and preferences of stakeholders. As a result, many autonomous systems still rely on
human assistance in various capacities to successfully accomplish their tasks. Ideally, to diminish their
reliance on a human operator in unanticipated situations, an autonomous system should have the ability
to identify and introduce missing features to their models during deployment, increasing the extent of
their autonomous operation.
Competence-aware systems (CAS) have been recently proposed as a planning framework to reduce
unnecessary reliance on human assistance [6]. However, these systems operate on a fixed model, making
it hard to successfully operate in situations where the system lacks key features in its state representation.
In general, a CAS is a semi-autonomous system [45] that operates in, and plans for, different levels of
autonomy, each of which corresponds to unique constraints on its capabilities and unique interactions
with a human authority [6]. For example, a service robot may request that the human operator supervise
or even take control when an unrecognized obstacle blocks its way. Reliance on a human operator in
these situation stems from limited competence on the part of the autonomous system. Competence-
aware systems (CAS) were developed to provide a formal model for enabling the system to learn its
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competence, optimize its autonomy given its learned competence, and use this knowledge to improve the
efficiency and reliability of its decision making while reducing unnecessary reliance on humans.
While the CAS model enables a semi-autonomous system to optimize its autonomy over time, it
is still limited by the features in its fixed model. For example, consider a robot that is deployed on a
campus with the task of delivering packages to various offices in different buildings. As a baseline, the
robot can detect crosswalks and knows that it must ask for approval or supervision before crossing them.
However, the robot only uses the number of vehicles in close proximity to reason about any crosswalk,
while the human authority who approves or supervises the robot may use more detailed features, such as
the visibility at the crosswalk, the time of day, or the weather conditions. Since the CAS model does not
have the ability to add features to its state representation, the human feedback may appear inconsistent
to the robot and lead to low competence, poor performance, and extra burden on the human.
In this paper, we propose a method for providing competence-aware systems the ability to improve
their competence over time by increasing the granularity of the state representation through online model
updates, leading to a more nuanced drawing of the boundaries between regions with different levels of
competence. To do this, we leverage existing human feedback acquired through the agent’s interactions
with the human authority and identify instances where the feedback is inconsistent and appears ran-
dom. As the system expects human feedback to be consistent up to small noise, instances where this
expectation is not met are situations in which the agent’s model is likely lacking some feature(s) that the
human’s feedback depends on. By adding these features to the model, the system can improve its pre-
dictive capabilities of the human’s involvement, better modeling the value of operating in each level of
autonomy. This leads to an increase in the system’s competence and, consequently, the system’s overall
performance.
To validate our approach, we test both a standard CAS without the ability to modify its feature space
and a modified CAS with the ability to modify its feature space, on a simulated domain where a robotic
agent is tasked with delivering packages to various locations throughout the map. To complete its task,
the agent must navigate multiple obstacles that it initially represents with only a few of the features used
by the human authority. We show that the modified CAS correctly identifies missing causal features
used by the human authority and adds them to its feature space, leading to a higher competence, a more
accurate model, and a lower cost of operation compared to the standard CAS.
2 Background on Competence Awareness
We begin by reviewing the primary model used in this approach. A competence-aware system (CAS)
is a semi-autonomous system [45] that operates in and plans for multiple levels of autonomy, each of
which is associated with different restrictions on autonomous operation and distinct forms of human
involvement [6]. A CAS combines three different models—a domain model, an autonomy model, and a
human feedback model—into a single decision making framework.
2.1 Domain Model
The domain model (DM) models the environment in which the agent operates as a stochastic shortest path
(SSP) problem. An SSP is a general-purpose model for sequential decision making in stochastic domains
with an objective of finding the least-cost path from a start state to a goal state. This model has been used
in a wide range of applications, including exception recovery [37], electric vehicle charging [32], search
and rescue [27], and autonomous navigation [45].
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Formally, an SSP is represented by the tuple 〈S,A,T,C,s0,sg〉, where S is a finite set of states, A is a fi-
nite set of actions, T : S×A×S→ [0,1] represents the probability of reaching state s′ ∈ S after performing
action a ∈ A in state s ∈ S, C : S×A→ R+ represents the expected immediate cost of performing action
a∈ A in state s∈ S, s0 is a start state, and sg is a goal state such that ∀a∈ A,T (sg,a,sg) = 1∧C(sg,a) = 0.
A solution to an SSP is a policy pi : S→ A that indicates that action pi(s) ∈ A should be taken in state
s ∈ S. A policy pi induces the value function V pi : S→ R that represents the expected cumulative cost
V pi(s) of reaching the goal state sg from state s following policy pi . An optimal policy pi∗ minimizes the
expected cost of reaching the goal from the start state, V ∗(s0).
2.2 Autonomy Model
The autonomy model (AM) models the extent of autonomous operation the system can perform, i.e.
the forms of operation and the external constraints imposed on when each form is allowed. AM is
represented by the tuple 〈L ,κ,µ〉. L = {l0, ..., ln} is the set of levels of autonomy, where each li
corresponds to a set of constraints on the system’s autonomous operation. Although not required, each
level of autonomy generally involves a form of human involvement that reflects, or compensates for,
the constraints imposed on the autonomy. For instance, it is common in autonomous service robots to
have some level of supervised autonomy which allows for autonomous operation conditioned on the
requirement that a human is ready and available to monitor the system and override it if they deem an
action to be unsafe or undesirable. κ : S×A→P(L ) is the autonomy profile that indicates the allowed
levels of autonomy when performing action a ∈ A in state s ∈ S. κ may model external constrains that
could represent legal or ethical considerations. κ constrains the full policy space so that the system can
never follow a policy that violates κ . µ : S×L ×A×L →R is the cost of autonomy that represents the
cost of performing action a ∈ A at level l′ ∈L in state s ∈ S having just operated in level l ∈L .
2.3 Human Feedback Model
The human feedback model (HM) models the autonomous agent’s current knowledge and belief about its
interactions with the human agent. HM is represented by the tuple 〈Σ,λ ,ρ,τ〉, where Σ= {σ0, ...,σn} is
the set of possible feedback signals the agent can receive from the human, λ : S×L ×A×L → ∆|Σ| is
the feedback profile that represents the probability of receiving signal σ when performing action a ∈ A at
level l′ ∈L given that the agent is in state s∈ S and just operated in level l ∈L , ρ : S×L ×A×L →R+
is the human cost function that represents the cost to the human of performing action a∈A at level l′ ∈L
given that the agent is in state s ∈ S and just operated in level l ∈L , and τ : S×A→ ∆|S| is the human
state transition function that represents the probability of the human taking the agent to state s′ ∈ S when
the agent attempted to perform action a ∈ A in state s ∈ S but the human took over control. In general,
the human’s true feedback profile, λH , and transition function, τH , are likely unknown to the agent,
which instead operates on some, possibly data-driven, estimate of each.
2.4 Competence-Aware Systems
Definition of a CAS
A competence-aware system combines the three models defined above into one planning model by aug-
menting the base domain model with information from the autonomy model and the human feedback
model. Solving a CAS then produces a policy that exploits its information about the human feedback to
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best utilize the levels of autonomy that are allowed by its autonomy profile. Formally, we define a CAS
as the following augmented SSP:
Definition 1. A competence-aware systemS is represented by the tuple 〈S,A,T ,C,s0,sg〉, where:
• S = S×L is a set of factored states, with each defined by a domain state and a level of autonomy.
• A = A×L is a set of factored actions, with each defined by a domain action and a level of
autonomy.
• T : S×A→ ∆|S| is a transition function comprised of T : S×A→ ∆|S|, λ : S×A→ ∆|Σ|, and
τ : S×A→ ∆|S|.
• C : S×A→R+ is a cost function comprised of C : S×A→R+, µ : S×A→R, and ρ : S×A→R+.
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state s0 = 〈s0, l〉 for some l ∈L .
• sg ∈ S is the goal state sg = 〈sg, l〉 for some l ∈L .
The objective of a CAS is to find an optimal policy pi∗κ ∈Π that minimizes the value function V pi subject
to the condition that, for every state s= (s, l′)∈ S, the policy pi(s) never indicates an action a= (a, l)∈ A
for which the level of autonomy l is not allowed for state s and action a by κ(s,a).
Example of a CAS
To illustrate the role of the various functions, we describe the CAS model used in our experiments in
Section 4, which is the same CAS defined in Section 4.2 of [6].
The CAS can operate in one of the four levels, L = {l0, l1, l2, l3}, corresponding to (1) no auton-
omy, (2) verified autonomy, (3) supervised autonomy, and (4) unsupervised autonomy. Level 1 requires
a human to complete the action for the agent, either through direct control, tele-operation, or simply
manually performing the action themselves. Level 2 requires the agent to query for explicit approval
from the human prior to executing the action. Level 3 requires a human to be available in a supervisory
capacity while the agent executes the action, with the ability to override and take control of the system if
deemed necessary. Level 4 requires no human involvement and is performed fully autonomously.
The system can receive the the following four feedback signals: approval (⊕), disapproval (	),
override (), and no signal ( /0). We furthermore assume that approval and disapproval can only be
received in l1, and the system always receives a feedback signal in l1, and can only receive  in l2.
We can now specify the state transition function of this CAS. Given s,a, and s′, we define T as
follows:
T (s,a,s′) =

τ(s,a,s′), if l = l0,
λ (⊕)T (s,a,s′)+λ (	)[s = s′], if l = l1,
λ ( /0)T (s,a,s′)+λ ()τ(s,a,s′), if l = l2,
T (s,a,s′), if l = l3,
(1)
where λ (·) = λ (·|s,a) and [·] denotes Iverson brackets.
Intuitively, in l0, the system acts according to its estimate of the human’s transition function. In l1,
the system operates according to its own transition when it receives approval, and stays in the same state
when it receives disapproval. In l2, the system acts according to its estimate of the human’s transition
function when it is overridden, and otherwise acts according to its own transition function. In l3, it simply
acts according to its own transition function.
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We define C as follows:
C(s,a) = g
(
C(s,a),µ(s,a),ρ(s,a)
)
, (2)
where g is any cost aggregation function on C,µ , and ρ . The simplest case of which is a a linear
combination of the three factors.
Properties of a CAS
We now review two key notions of a CAS: competence and level-optimality. First, the competence of a
CAS for executing action a in state s is the most cost-effective level of autonomy given perfect knowledge
of the human’s feedback model. If the human is likely to deny or override the system autonomously
carrying out action a, the competence will likely be low. Similarly, if the human is likely to allow the
action to be carried out autonomously, we expect the competence to be high, although this is not formally
required. It is worth emphasizing that this is a definition on the human-agent system as a whole, and not
simply the underlying autonomous agent, as the competence is directly affected not just by the technical
capabilities of the agent, but also the human’s perception of the agent’s capabilities.
Definition 2. Let λH be the stationary distribution of feedback signals that the human authority follows.
The competence of CAS S , denoted χS , is a mapping from S×A to the optimal (least-cost) level of
autonomy given perfect knowledge of λH . Formally:
χS (s,a) = argmin
l∈L
Q(s,(a, l);λH )
where Q(s,(a, l);λH ) is the expected cumulative reward when taking action a = (a, l) in state s condi-
tioned on knowing the human’s true feedback distribution, λH .
Second, we say that a CAS is level-optimal in state s if the system operates at its competence in that
state. In other words, it is a measure of how often the system operates at its competence. The higher the
system’s level-optimality is, the better it has learned to interact with and exploit the capabilities of the
human authority as well as its own capabilities.
Definition 3. A CASS is level-optimal if
pi∗(s) = (a,χS (s,a)) ∀s ∈ S
Similarly,S is γ-level-optimal if this holds for an γ portion of states.
3 Improving Competence
While our recent work on competence awareness proves that under a set of assumptions a CAS will
converge to be level-optimal in the limit, this result says nothing about the quality of the CAS’s compe-
tence [6]. In particular, if a CAS is missing the features necessary to correctly represent its domain in a
way that aligns with the human, even it converges to be level-optimal, its competence may be quite low.
Hence, the objective of this work is to provide a CAS with the ability to improve its competence
over time by leveraging the existing human feedback available to the agent. Formally, this means that the
CAS will increase both its competence in various situations and the total level-optimality of the system.
Our approach relies on the assumption that humans are ε-consistent in their feedback; that is, given the
same (s,a), the feedback signal returned will be the same up to some small noise ε . We address practical
concerns regarding this assumption in Section 3.3. Under this assumption, the system can identify cases
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where feedback appears inconsistent or random, indicating a potential missing feature—a feature used
by the human authority to make their decisions, but currently not used by the system. By identifying
the most likely feature or combination of features missing from the system’s domain model, the agent
can update its model to better align with the internal model of the human, enabling it to improve its
overall competence by discriminating between situations where it can and cannot act in any given level
of autonomy.
3.1 Definitions
Before presenting the general algorithm of our approach, we begin with several important definitions.
LetS = 〈AM,HM,DM〉 be a competence-aware system.
The complete feature space available to S , e.g. from its sensors or other external sources, can be
partitioned into an active feature space that is used by S and an inactive feature space that is not yet
used by S . As S receives additional feedback over time, S will learn to exploit inactive features in
order to more effectively align with the features used by the human authority.
Definition 4. Given the complete feature space F = F1×F2× ·· ·×Fn produced by the set of sensors
available toS , the active feature space used byS is Fˆ = Fˆ1×·· ·× Fˆm ⊂ F while the inactive feature
space not used byS is F˘ = F \ Fˆ .
In order to ensure that level-optimality can be improved, we assume that the human authority pro-
duces feedback that remains consistent during the operation of S . This means that when the agent
performs the same action in the same state at the same level of autonomy, it expects to receive, with high
probability, the same feedback each time; observing consistent violation of this assumption is central to
our approach.
Definition 5. A human’s feedback is ε-consistent if with probability at least 1− ε , for some small noise
ε , the feedback provided for some (s,a) is the same each time (s,a) is encountered. If this fails to hold
for any sufficiently small ε , the feedback is said to be inconsistent.
We now present the two central concepts of our paper. (1) A state s is indiscriminate if it is missing
information, leading to the feedback profile having a low predictive confidence. Intuitively, the condition
states that for at least one action, there is no feedback signal that the system predicts with sufficiently
high confidence. (2) A discriminator is a feature (or set of features) in F˘ that enables the feedback
profile to better discriminate the feedback of an indiscriminate state. For example, consider a state that
represents a closed door. With no additional features, the agent may have received, say, 50% approvals
and 50% disapprovals. After adding the feature door size, the agent may observe that it receives 100%
approval for light doors, and 100% disapproval for heavy doors.
Definition 6. We say that a state s is indiscriminate if it satisfies the following condition:
∃ a ∈ A | ∀σ ∈ Σ : λˆ (σ |s,a)≤ 1−δ , δ ∈
(
ε,1− 1|Σ|
)
where the human is ε-consistent.
Note that δ is a parameter that is chosen. The lower that δ is, the looser the state’s condition is,
meaning that a higher predictive confidence is needed for (s,a) to not be considered indiscriminate.
In practice, we also require that we have seen (s,a) a sufficient number of times, m, which is also a
parameter that is chosen a priori.
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Definition 7. Given an active feature space Fˆ and inactive feature space F˘, a discriminator, D, is a cross
product of feature sets in F˘ that when added to the active feature space, improves the accuracy of the
feedback profile by at least α ∈ (0,1), and does not cause any state that was previously not indiscriminate
to become indiscriminate.
These three concepts form the basis for our approach. Intuitively, our algorithm identifies indiscrim-
inate states, finds the best possible discriminator for that indiscriminate state, and if that discriminator
satisfies a set of criteria, augments the active feature space Fˆ with the discriminator.
3.2 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 performs the following steps.
1. An indiscriminate state s is sampled with the additional requirement that (s,a) has been visited at
least m times, where a refers to the action in Definition 6. If no such state is found, the algorithm
exits.
2. The full feedback dataset is split into a training set and a validation set. An element of the dataset
is comprised of an action, a level of autonomy, a set of state features, and a label corresponding to
the feedback received.
3. We identify the top k potential discriminator, the process for which is described below.
4. For each discriminator D found, we train a new feedback profile on the training dataset using the
feature space Fˆ×D.
5. Each feedback profile λD is then tested on the validation set, and the best performing discriminator,
D∗, is selected for validation.
6. We validate D∗ by checking if λD performs at least α better than the current λˆ .
7. Finally, if the validation is successful, the active feature space is augmented with the discriminator
D∗, and the CASS is updated.
Algorithm 1: A general method for improving level-optimality in competence-aware systems
Input: A dataset D , a CASS , a tolerance δ , and a count k
Result: An updated CASS
1 s← SampleIndiscriminateState(S ,D ,δ ,τ)
2 if s = /0 then
3 Quit()
4 Dtrain,Dval← Split(D)
5 discriminators← GetDiscriminators(Dtrain, k, s)
6 for D in discriminators do
7 λD← TrainClassifier(Fˆ×D,Dtrain)
8 D∗ = argmaxD EvaluateClassifier(λD, Dval)
9 if ValidateDiscriminator(D∗,S ) is True then
10 Fˆ ← Fˆ×D∗
11 Update(S )
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Potential discriminators are determined as follows. First, we isolate all instances of (s,a) in the
dataset Dtrain and build a correlation matrix of the inactive features to the feedback that has been re-
ceived for (s,a). Although different types of correlation coefficients may be used in principle, we ob-
served that the Pearson correlation coefficient was most effective for our tasks. In particular, rank-based
correlation coefficients, such as Spearman’s or Kendall, did not perform well in this setting as the notion
of rank has little meaning with respect to the feedback signals or the input.
Next, we use the correlation matrix to build a discrimination matrix. The discrimination matrix pro-
vides a value, or score, for each feature set in F˘ , which is calculated by summing over the maximum
absolute value for each row (feature value) in the correlation matrix associated with the feature set in
question, and then normalizing over the size of the feature set. We take the absolute value because a
highly negative correlation is as informative as a highly positive correlation; what matters is the magni-
tude of the correlation. We max over each row to prioritize having a high correlation with at least one
feedback signal, rather than medium correlation with numerous feedback signals.
A final note on the algorithm is that the validation step is intended to be flexible enough to capture
any requirements on adding a discriminator to the active feature space. While we only use the two
stated above, there may be other factors, including domain-specific ones, that can further improve the
robustness of the approach for any given domain.
3.3 Assumptions
In this work, we make a few key assumptions. We briefly describe these assumptions, why we made
them, and why we believe they are reasonable.
First, we make the assumption that the initial transition function provided in the domain model is
sufficiently correct for any scenario where the agent is allowed, under κ , to act in an autonomous ca-
pacity. We are not concerned in this work with agents whose base domain model is poor and prone to
failure, but with improving the competence of already capable systems operating in difficult domains
(e.g., autonomous service robots or extraterrestrial rovers). In general, we are aiming to improve the
robustness of deployed systems where the designers cannot hope to account for every possible scenario
a priori, but where the scenarios that are considered are well-designed. While our approach investigates
improving the competence of a CAS by augmenting the feature space to increase the granularity of the
state representation, it may also be possible to increase the competence by updating the transition func-
tion itself and replanning as the human improves its understanding of the sytem’s capabilities. However,
such an approach falls outside the scope of this work.
Second, we assume that the human authority has a sufficient understanding of the agent’s capabilities
to (1) prevent the execution of an action that the agent cannot perform successfully, and (2) provide
largely consistent feedback. We make this assumption for two reasons. First, there are different ways to
improve the human’s understanding of the system’s capabilities so that it has the appropriate trust [22],
or reliance, on the system. These include pre-deployment training, standardized feedback criteria, or
simply expert knowledge of the system. Second, recognizing potential failure and fault recovery are
separate areas of active research that is orthogonal to what we are examining in this paper.
It is worth emphasizing that, operating under these assumptions, we do not need to update the un-
derlying domain model’s transition or reward functions directly at any point. It suffices for the agent
to simply be able to discriminate between actions that it has the competence to perform autonomously
and actions that require human involvement. In instances where the agent is not competent to act au-
tonomously, the agent will either have to do something else, or have the human take control in some
capacity, and the transitions will reflect this fact. Hence the system does not need to reason about the
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true transition dynamics of these actions since it cannot execute them in the first place.
3.4 Theoretical Results
The following proposition states that if the agent and the human share the same finite set of possible
features for modeling the domain, the human is consistent up to small noise in their feedback, and every
state-action pair is encountered sufficiently often, then in the limit the agent will have no indiscriminate
states. Intuitively, this follows from the fact that a causal feature (or more generally set of features) will
always have as high of correlation as any non-causal feature, and so the algorithm will select them to be
added to the model. A state can only be indiscriminate if there is some action that the feedback profile
cannot confidently predict any feedback. However, if the causal features used by the human for that
state-action pair are added to the model, and enough feedback is received in the limit, then eventually the
feedback profile will converge sufficiently to predict the human’s feedback with high probability. Hence
no state will be indiscriminate in the limit.
Proposition 1. If the full feature space is finite, the human and agent share the same feature space, and
the human is ε-consistent, then if no (s,a) ∈ S×A is starved, in the limit for every (s,a) ∈ S×A, there
will be some σ ∈ Σ for which it holds that λ (σ |s,a)> 1−δ , for any δ ∈
(
ε,1− 1|Σ|
)
.
Proof Sketch. For every (s,a), there is some subset FHs,a ⊆ F that the human’s feedback is dependent on
for (s,a). If FHs,a ⊆ Fˆ , then in the limit as no (s,a) is starved, it will be the case that λ (σ |s,a)≥ 1− ε ≥
1−δ , for any δ ∈
(
ε,1− 1|Σ|
)
. So, suppose there exists some s ∈ S that is indiscriminate on some action
a ∈ A. It must be the case that some subset of FHs,a is not in Fˆ . However, such a subset of features, for
some σ ∈ Σ, in the limit given that the human is ε-consistent, will have correlation near 1 and at least as
high of correlation as any non-causal feature. By our algorithm, such a discriminator would be selected
for evaluation and would pass the validation criteria, and so would be added to the active feature space.
This is a contradiction that it is not in Fˆ , so s cannot be an indiscriminate state.
4 Experiments
To validate our technique, we implemented our framework in a simulated domain in which a robotic
agent is tasked with delivering packages to various rooms on a college campus. An illustration of the
map used in our experiments can be seen in Figure 1. To accomplish its task, the agent may be required
to deal with two categories of obstacles. The first is crosswalks that can have differing levels of traffic
conditions that change stochastically, different visibility conditions that are fixed through time (i.e. a
blind corner), and can be on either one-way streets or two-way streets, also fixed through time. The
second category of obstacle is doors which the robot must open to get into buildings, through buildings,
and into offices. Doors have different sizes—light, medium, and heavy—are painted various colors,
and can be either push or pull doors. Trees, walls, and roads are all avoided by the system completely.
Initially, κ(s,a) = {0,1} for all actions in obstacle states. For states with no obstacles, the system is
allowed to operate in unsupervised autonomy. In all experiments, there is a 5% chance that the human’s
feedback signal is chosen uniformly at random from the possible feedback signals.
Throughout all of our experiments, we use the CAS model defined in Section 2.4. We consider the
following four levels of autonomy: (1) no autonomy, (2) verified autonomy, (3) supervised autonomy,
and (4) unsupervised autonomy. Level 1 requires a human to complete the action for the agent. Level 2
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requires the agent to query the human for explicit approval prior to executing its intended action. Level 3
requires a human to be available in a supervisory capability while the agent executes the action, with the
ability to override and take over control if deemed necessary. Level 4 requires no human involvement and
is performed fully autonomously. The agent can receive the following four feedback signals: approval
(⊕), disapproval (	), override (), and none ( /0). We initialize the feedback profile to a uniform prior
over the feedback signals, and initialize the autonomy profile to be level 1 for any state with an obstacle
in it, and level 3 otherwise.
To validate our approach, we initialize the system to only use a subset of the above features. In
particular, the CAS initially only considers the traffic condition at crosswalks, and whether a door is
open or closed. To increase its competence, reducing unnecessary reliance on the human, the CAS must
learn which additional features it needs to add to its model to correctly predict human feedback with high
confidence. In this case, the additional causal features that the human authority uses to determine their
feedback are the visibility condition of the crosswalk, and both the size and opening mechanism of doors.
To obfuscate things further for the system, the non-causal features are intentionally highly correlated with
certain causal features. For example, in one building, the door color is perfectly consistent with the door
size, and with one exception, the street type is consistent with the visibility condition. This is to test
whether our approach correctly identifies causal features over correlative features.
We implement our feedback profile λ as a GA2M [23]. This model works well on low dimension
feature spaces where pairwise feature interactions are particularly important, and has nice interpretability
properties, making it desirable for robotic decision making domains. In particular, we train our λ on all
pairwise feature tensors using the native gridsearch function for hyperparameter tuning.
In Algorithm 1, δ is set to 0.95, the threshold m is set to 30, k is set to 1, and the train/validation split
is 75/25.
4.1 Results
In this domain, we conducted two different experiments. In the first, we set the start and goal states to be
fixed throughout all episodes. In the second, the start and goal states are randomly drawn from the set of
Figure 1: A depiction of the domain used for our experiments.
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(a) Start and goal states randomly assigned every
episode.
(b) Start and goal states stay fixed throughout all
episodes.
Figure 2: Level-optimality of the CAS across different subsets of the state space. All states refers to the entire state
space. Visited states are states that the system entered at least once during any episode. Cumulative signals are the
total feedback signals received after each episode. Results shown are the mean and standard error over 10 trials.
rooms through the campus map. For each experiment, we simulated both a modified CAS and a standard
CAS for comparison.
We first observe that in the modified CAS, the level-optimality reached nearly 100% level-optimality
in the random task experiment across all states, and all visited states. The vertical lines in Figure 2
indicate where discriminators were added, and we can observe that after each discriminator was added
the competence starts to climb up before stagnating. While we do not expect to see this with all states in
the single task, the single task experiment failed to identify and add any missing feature for crosswalks,
as it only ever traversed a single crosswalk, and hence did not get enough variation in its feedback data.
However, both results for the modified CAS are in stark contrast to the standard CAS which was not
able to increase its level-optimality nearly as much—only a few percent across all states over the course
of both experiments. In the single task domain, the standard CAS was unable to reach even 40% level-
optimality across all visited states, more than 40% lower than the modified CAS with over 100 feedback
signals more at the same point. Furthermore, the modified CAS used significantly fewer feedback signals
than the standard CAS which never decreased in rate, demonstrating that the modified CAS is also less
burdensome on the human. Overall, these graphs demonstrate that our method improves the CAS’s
competence over the course of its activity.
The second important result can be observed in Figure 3. In both experiments, the expected cost
converges to be almost identical to the incurred cost, averaged over 10 trials. This result demonstrates
that adding the new features improves the model’s accuracy and leads to better overall performance. In
the standard CAS, we can see that the agent incurs costs significantly higher than predicted throughout its
lifespan in both experiments, although this is most notable in the single task experiment. This indicates
that the standard CAS’s performance stays stagnant, while the modified CAS is able to significantly
improve its performance.
5 Related Work
Markov Decision Processes with Uncertain Parameters. There is a substantial body of literature on
Markov decision processes (MDPs) with uncertain model parameters that has been investigated over the
course of the last five decades. MDPs with imprecise transitions (MDP-IPs) were introduced as early
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(a) Start and goal states randomly assigned every
episode.
(b) Start and goal states stay fixed throughout all
episodes.
Figure 3: Percent difference in the cost incurred averaged over 10 episodes, and the expected cost.
as 1973 by Satia and Leve [33], and seminally by White and Eldeib in 1994 [42]. In an MDP-IP, rather
than modeling the transition dynamics as a single function, it is represented by a distribution over a set
of possible transition functions. Since then, numerous expansions to the problem have been investigated
including factored MDP-IPs [16] and MDPs with set-valued transitions (MDP-STs) [39], as well as novel
solution approaches, including a multi-linear and integer programming approach [34], and a real-time
dynamic programming approach [15].
Similarly, MDPs with uncertain rewards (sometimes referred to as IR-MDPs, or imprecise reward
MDPs) were introduced as early as 1986 by White and Eldeib [41], and are similar in concept to the
MDP-IP. More recently, Regan and Boutilier have proposed both an offline [28] and online [29] approach
to solving IR-MDPs, which are, to our knowledge, the state of the art in computational solutions to this
class of problems.
However, more generally, the concept of an uncertain MDP (UMDP) was first formally described by
Chen and Bowling [10] to capture MDPs in which both the transitions and rewards may be uncertain or
imprecisely specified. Note that this is not to be confused with MDP-IPs referred to as uMDPs [5, 44] or
IR-MDPs referred to as uMDPs [46]), and has since been expanded upon [2, 1, 3].
All of these models are intended to deal with domains where producing a fully precise and accurate
model of the domain a priori is hard or infeasible, or where the dynamics are simply non-stationary.
While the motivation of these lines of work are similar to ours, namely the fact that precisely modeling
complex, real-world domains is often hard or impossible to do prior to deployment, our work differs
starkly in that we do not directly modify the transition or reward functions, but rather we are concerned
with modifying the factored state representation to better match that of a separate entity (e.g. the human).
Learning from Human Interaction. There are several areas of research that have investigated learn-
ing from interaction with a human, namely learning from human input [31, 36, 38] and learning from
demonstration [11, 12, 14, 30]. In the former, the agent must learn some parameter of the model, gener-
ally the q-value of an action or the best action itself at a given state, from interacting with a human either
through advice or questions. In the latter, the agent attempts to learn its policy by mimicking the actions
of another agent (generally a human).
However, while our work is concerned with learning from interacting with a human, both the focus
and scope of what we are attempting to have the agent learn is very different as we are limiting the learn-
ing to be only over missing features used by the human in their feedback.
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Model-Based Reinforcement Learning. Our problem is related to the work on model-based RL in which
the agent actively builds an estimate of the transition and reward function for the domain it is operating
in without relying on a model to be defined a priori [43, 40]. By bypassing the need for an a priori model
entirely, model-based RL as a decision-making framework does not suffer from the primary problem
investigated in this paper, i.e. imprecise and incomplete models. In fact, there is large body of litera-
ture that has investigated ways to use reinforcement learning for robot decision making that addresses
some of its primary challenges such as safety and explainability [4, 7, 35]. However, our work is geared
towards improving robotic systems which use stochastic model-based planning methods, rather than re-
inforcement learning.
Feature Selection. Given that a primary element of our work is identifying useful features, by some
metric, from some large set of possible features, our work is highly related to that of unsupervised
feature selection where the objective is to select from large space of possible features the one(s) that
maximize some given objective function [13]. Feature selection has most commonly been applied to
data analysis where the data is high dimensional, warranting a need to select the features that optimize
the objective function while preserving the underlying structure of the data [19, 26]. It has also been used
in reinforcement learning as a technique to more efficiently determine the most relevant sensory features
for capturing the transition dynamics of the domain [18]. Largely, because the method of identifying
the features is not the focus of our work, feature selection is an orthogonal problem to what is studied
here. However, we believe that many ideas from this area are symbiotic with our work, and we will be
examining how we may incorporate these methods to improve the performance of our approach.
6 Discussion
This paper proposes a method for providing competence-aware systems the ability to improve their com-
petence over time by identifying key features missing from their model of the domain and adding those
features into their state representation. This method works by identifying indiscriminate states, states
missing information needed to predict human feedback, and for such states determining the most likely
discriminators, features that improve the confidence of the feedback profile by enabling the system to
better discriminate the feedback for indiscriminate states. To validate our approach, we provide empir-
ical results in a simulated delivery robot domain that demonstrate that our approach (1) identifies the
missing features, (2) only adds the missing causal features, (3) significantly improves the competence of
the system when compared to an unmodified CAS, and (4) leads to major improvements in performance.
However, there are several areas of potential improvement for our approach that we are actively address-
ing for future work.
Human Understanding of System Ability. Our method relies on the assumption that the human has a
sufficient understanding of the system’s underlying capabilities to consistently provide accurate feed-
back, and to know when to disallow the agent to perform certain actions autonomously that it is not
capable of doing successfully. In practice, these assumptions may not be the case. To address this issue,
we are investigating the use of new feedback signals that specifically indicate a lack of knowledge or
confidence on the part of the human, prompting the system to gather additional information rather than
to act immediately. This is similar to the recently proposed approach where an agent must monitor its
own ability and consequently determine where to ask for help from a human (which has a cost), and learn
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from the provided demonstration [30].
Feedback from Multiple Human Authorities. Similarly, we make the assumption that feedback comes
from a single source—namely, a single human authority. In practice it may often be the case that the
system interacts with, and receives feedback from, different human authorities each with different per-
spectives, preferences, or simply different understanding of the system’s abilities. In practice, this prob-
lem can be addressed in some cases by requiring a training phase for any authority that interacts with
the system to provide a rigorous understanding of the system’s capabilities, and a set of standardized
feedback criteria to enforce consistency of feedback. Hence, we could extend the CAS model to not
have a single feedback profile λ , but instead to maintain a distribution over feedback profiles, or learn a
different profile for each human that interacts with the system to better personalize the response.
Incongruous Domain Models. In general, it may not be the case that every, or even any, feature that
the human authority’s feedback is conditioned on is available to the agent. In these cases, it may still be
beneficial to identify and add correlative features to the model as proxies for the causal features. How-
ever, these features may cause problems elsewhere in the domain where the correlation does hot hold, so
addressing this issue is key in making this method more robust.
Practical Models. The preliminary results presented in this paper are on a simple domain with only
a small number of (highly abstract) features. We are testing our approach on a real mobile robot where
our method must operate directly on the high dimensional sensory features available to the agent, rather
than semantically interpretable features as presented in the paper. By replacing the GA2M used for the
feedback profile in this work with a more sophisticated CNN, we may be able to identify these discrimi-
nators directly from the perceptual data.
Feature Selection. As noted earlier, there is a large body of literature on the problem of feature selection
which our approach largely does not utilize as presented here. We will investigate ways to incorporate
techniques from feature selection to improve both the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithm with
respect to identifying missing causal features. This problem is particularly relevant in high dimensional
feature spaces like the sensory features of a mobile robot, where the computational overhead will be
much higher, and there is more noise in the data.
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